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Chapter 1
Introduction
It is a belief that from journalism you will get to know about the whole world. Throughout the
journey of curiosity, I took the chance for myself to become a journalist and experience it practically.
Since, I started my journey by studying in the English and Humanities Department of BRAC University. I
had enormous interest in media and cultural studies. This enthusiasm motivated me to choose media and
cultural studies as my major. The journey of newspaper from carving news into stones to publishing news
through paper is the most wondrous matter to me that how the medium of delivering news has changed
within time. This is how journalism has grabbed my attention and motivated me to assist with media.
Initially, the newspaper is a paper that is printed and usually distributed on daily or weekly basis,
which contains news, editorials, article of opinions, features and advertising. This is the medium of
spreading news and ideas about what is happening around the world towards the general people. After
doing ENG-440 : English and Print media I realized that writing features are interesting. Near the end of
my graduation as I had to do internship I thought that I should try for newspaper organization. So, I
dropped my CV at Daily Sun Magazine Department and by the grace of Almighty Allah I got called for
the interview and also got selected for doing my internship in the Daily Sun. Hence, I have joined as an
intern at Daily Sun to complete my Bachelor of Arts in English Degree.
While working at Daily Sun I have observed that how media influences the young adults in their
daily lives. The media dynamics of today can be discussed from the perception of Panopticon, the concept
which was proposed by Jeremy Bentham and later explained by Michael Foucault. Everyone these days
are under the surveillance of the sharp eye of media. Media is also influencing the way of living of people
through advertisements. Through these media is basically impacting the young adult’s life and their way
of thinking. Due to the rapid growth of globalisation nowadays the young adults prefer online news
pages than the hardcopy of newspaper to keep them updated.
5

Focus and Objectives
Working at a newspaper have always attracted me because of its presence everywhere around the
world. I found journalism very interesting and challenging because it deals with the process of delivering
prominent news to the readers of every part of the world and give the curious minds the idea about what
happening in the world and the news must be accurate. A newspaper has broad coverage on every topic
such as- political, sports, technology, entertainment and many more. I was always curious about how the
newspapers can publish every news that is happening in the world every day. It is definitely not an easy
task to collect news or incident happening, but newspaper organizations manages to collect the valuable
news for the readers. For such experience, I have decided to do my major in media and cultural studies.
Practical knowledge helps to enhance the existing knowledge and adds experience to utilize it. Daily Sun
has given me the opportunity to do my internship as a feature journalist to achieve experience in this field
and utilize my academic knowledge further that I have gained so far from my area ofconcentration.
In terms of completing my undergraduate program and gaining practical knowledge, the
internship is mandatory for the students of media and cultural studies. While doing my internship at
Daily Sun I have improved my writing skills as well as learned professional rules and regulations. In my
undergraduate program I have done courses like English for Print Media ( ENG 440), Globalization and
Media ( ENG 333), Copy Writing ( ENG 404), Editing ( ENG 401) , Cultural Studies: Theory Practice
(ENG 331) and Research Methodology ( ENG301) and many other courses which assisted me in
acquiring theoretical and practical knowledge of journalism and writing features for thenewspaper.
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Chapter 2
Brief History of Daily Sun

In Bangladesh, Daily Sun is an English newspaper founded on 24thOctober, 2010, by East West
Media, a concern of Bashundhara Group. Daily Sun publishes almost five thousand copies of newspaper
every day and same amount of magazine is published weekly. It is also known as one of the wellrenowned English leading newspaper. It has a different aim than other leading newspaper and that is to
publish the truth to the commoners.
Ahmed Akbar Sobhan, the chairman and MD. SayemSobhanAnvir, is the managing director of
East West media group. This East West Media group also owns two other daily newspapers named
Bangladesh Protidinand KalerKontho. The East- West Media group also has most popular news channel
NEWS24, a radio channel FM 94.8. The location is situated at plot no: 37/A, Block: D, East West Media
Group, Bashundhara R/A, Baridhara Dhaka -1229.
DailySunhasbothonline(http://www.daily-sun.com)andprintversion.ItalsohasE-Paper
which is the copy of the printed version. It has 24 pages including 4 pages on business and 2 pages on
sports. The sports part is named as “Winner”. The printed newspaper includes front page, back page,
metropolis, sun extra, editorial, Asia, World, Winner and more. Through the online page it delivers news
thatoccursindailylifefromtimetotimebecauseittakesahugetimetoprovidethenewstimelyvia
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printed version. Readers can easily get news like national, economy, world, sport, entertainment, nature,
art, lifestyles and so on via the online page of Daily Sun. Around eighty five employers are working under
Daily Sun. There are three weekly supplements in Daily Sun newspaper. Moreover, occasional magazines
also get published during Eid, PohelaBaishakh etc. At least seven people cover the weekly supplements.
The environment of Daily Sun is friendly which encourages its workers to work efficiently. The present
chief editor is EnamulHaque Chowdhury. Late professor Syed Anwar Hossain was the first chief Editor
of Daily Sun. In that early day of Daily Sun ,Amir Hossain was the executive editor. Later due to his
sudden death, Shihabur Rahman was the acting executive for a few days. Right now there is no executive
editor. By following their target Daily Sun is becoming trustworthy daily news portal where there is no
yellow journalism and gradually gaining its popularity.

2.1 Weekly Magazine Supplements of Daily Sun
Generally magazines are published weekly to make readers life enthusiastic from the monotonous
news or incidents. People like to read magazines because magazines focus more on the subjects related to
the readers life whereas daily newspaper tend to focus on what is happening around the world. Among all
the daily English newspaper Daily Sun is popular for its weekly supplements. There are three supplements
that is published on a particular day on a weekly basis. Each of the magazines has different significance
than others.
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Firstly,” Morning Tea” is one of the most popular weekly magazine of Daily Sun. It contains twelve
pages that is published on every Friday. This magazine deals with socio-cultural, political issues, photo
feature, pros and cons of any incident around the city and many other matters that are related to common
people’s life. The articles of this magazine have 2000-2500 words because it focuses in-depth research
and information to highlight an issue. The sub-editors of this magazine starts to work for the magazine
from Tuesday so that they can finish properly and timely as well as can work for the additional findings.
Each of the article talks about a particular issue and before writing, a sub-editor has to submit the topic to
the magazine coordinator and after they get the confirmation they start writing to cover a problem.
Sometimes sarcastic or relevant images are used to embellish the idea in front of the readers and the subeditor also has to work for making exciting headlines for the issue because headlines can attract the
readers at a first glance and if the headlines are eye catchy the readers will definitely read through the
article to know about the issue in an illustrated form. This magazine also gives the writer a freedom to
talk about recent incidents, or upcoming actions. Each article sums up the incident then relevant topic that
is prior to the topic and its impact and lastly conclusion in a solution form. Even though it is the part of a
newspaper but here the writer gets the chance to portray the mainargument.
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Who doesn’t love to read about fashion and style in this day and age? Groove magazine covers
topics on fashion, health and fitness, home décor ideas, recipes, art and culture, celebrity interviews and
many other issues for the targeted readers’ interest. It contains 12 pages and every week the topics are
unique and original so that the readers do not feel as if there’s monotony in the publications. Groove aims
to offer articles which readers will be interested to explore.

Daily Sun publishes three magazines based on the readers’ choice and The Hood Magazine is basically
for the young generation. This magazine contains various sections like- Scribbles, Blah, Fun fact, Talkies
and Bring the Noise. Most importantly, the magazine focuses on the choice of reading of the young
generation. For example- The Hood magazine not only entertains the targeted readers with movie review
or music related topics but it also speaks with other readers on behalf of the youth and provides
convincing solutions to different youth relatedproblems.
Bangladesh has many English Newspapers which covers news in English with rich vocabulary
and credible news. To compete with the others newspapers Daily Sun always choses trendy topics and
categorize the news according to the targeted readers helps the newspaper to pace up with the
competitors. It targets the mass people so the newspaper follows simple English so that the readers don’t
find it difficult to understand the in-depth meaning and loose interest in reading thenewspaper.
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Chapter- 3
My Work Experience at Daily Sun

Practical implementation of knowledge is very different from theoretical knowledge because the
practical implementation includes experience and flourishing tendency. While doing my internship in
Daily Sun I have faced many difficulties but I have also managed to sort those problems out by
implementing my academic knowledge which I have acquired from the Media and Cultural studies major
courses like- Editing (ENG 401), Copywriting (ENG 404), English for Print Media (ENG 440),
Translation Studies (ENG 465), Globalization (ENG 333), Research Methodology (ENG 301) and other
courses. Each course provided the knowledge related to this field. As I have done my internship as
feature writer, Research Methodology, English for Print Media, Editing and other courses played an
important role to overcome every difficulties and gain professionalexperience.
I worked as an intern at Daily Sun from 13thJanuary till 13thApril. I was assigned to the Magazine
section as a feature writer. In the Magazine section there were about ten members along with the
Magazine coordinator. The Magazine coordinator was my supervisor throughout my entire internship. My
supervisor was very friendly and helped me to use my academic knowledge in practical implementation.
The environment of Daily Sun was also very friendly and all the people working there were veryhelpful.
Feature stories are the most popular content of any print media and vivid part of a newspaper. Dr.
Curtis in his article “How to Write a Feature Story” explained every single details of writing feature and
structure of writing quality features. The author defined feature story as “Feature stories are humaninterest articles that focus on particular people, places and events. Along with that feature stories are
journalistic, researched, descriptive, colorful, thoughtful, reflective through writing about original ideas”
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(Curtis, 1). This definition portrays that feature stories are different from news stories because it has much
information and covers almost every aspect of human life. Dianova (2017) in her article “3 crucial
differences between a news story and a feature story that will make you a better writer” explained the
major differences of feature stories and news stories. She said that “The major difference between a news
story and a feature story is that a news story is time sensitive. Media outlets want to publish news stories
as quickly as possible after an event occurs. Feature stories, however are not as time independent and
contain no urgent content”. This indicates that feature stories can be written any time after an event
occurs. She further added “ News stories go straight to the point using simple and effecting words to
deliver the facts quickly and the word average is 300-500, whereas feature stories are often more wordy
as well as a creative structure and it can be more than 2000 words”. This specifies that feature stories need
more research and gathering of information. Moreover, a writer cannot include anything in news stories
because in that case news stories will lose its credibility. On the other hand writer can play with the
feature story topics and gets the opportunity to develop feature story theme, can include writer’s own
thought or suggestion in the writing. News stories follows “inverted pyramid” which basically refers to
“The Lead: Most Important Info” then comes “The Body: The crucial info” lastly “The Tail: Extra info”.
In contrast, feature stories does not follow this structure rather it has a unique writing format to give the
reader the opportunity to relate the writings with their own life andactions.
In terms of making feature story more engaging, the writer should use engaging introduction with
grabbing introduction, dramatic approach to grab the attention of the targeted audience and make the
writing more enthusiastic. While doing my internship in Daily Sun as a magazine feature writer I got to
know that a feature writer has some limitations while writing features. For example- Feature stories are
not opinion based rather it gives the readers the information in a pleasing and entertaining format which
highlights relatable issues to the readers. In terms of word limit newspaper features can be written within
500-2500 words in length, On the contrary magazine features can be written 500-5000 words, the more
researchawriterdoesthemoreinformationhecangetandthemoreinterestingthereadingwouldbefor
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the readers. In Daily Sun supplements 500-650 words consider as the inside feature story and 1100-1200
word feature story gets published as the cover story of themagazine.
The weekly supplements of Daily Sun follows the same word rule in terms of cover story and
inner page story. To make feature story comprehensive only generating ideas will not make the story
successful rather feature writers use three tools to make the story perfect and successful and the tools are
observation, Interview and background research. Using these tools the feature writer tries to give the story
beautiful description, meaningful anecdotes and important quotes. It is very important for a feature writer
to be open minded when interviewing subjects and researchsources.
Feature story format plays an important role while writing. Feature stories follow various format
to present information to the readers. Sometimes a writer uses several paragraphs depending on the
subject to engage the readers before coming to the main point. Feature stories often have grabbing or
persuading titles which attracts the reader to read the story and then comes a paragraph that will create
more curiosity in the minds of the readers and slowly it dives into the main point of the subject. In the
end, the writer almost recap the whole discussion and gives the story a suitable ending. Though I have
learnt some of the rules in brief in my academic course in ENG 440 (English for Print Media) but while
doing my internship in Daily Sun I got the chance to practically implementing the ideas in mywork.

3.1 Types of Feature Writing
There are different types of features. As Daily Sun publishes three different weekly supplements
and during my internship period I had to focus on two of the supplements, based on the supplement theme
every time I had to come up with new topic and new ideas. Finding new topic for feature story was quite
hard because it needed much brainstorming but with the help of my academic knowledge I have managed
this hurdle too. From my academic course ENG 401: Editing, I got the ideas of how to come up with new
feature story topics. According Dr. Curtis (2011) the feature writers need remember three things and these
are13

•

The writer’s opinion and attitudes are not important to thestory.

•

Writing in third person helps maintain the necessarydistance.

•

The writer keep himself out of thestory.

The followings are the different types of features•

Human Interest – These feature stories are best known feature stories. Human interest
stories discuss any issue through the experience of another. It can be written in topics
like- person’s place or animalsetc.

•

Profiles- A very common feature type that reveals an individual’s character andlifestyle.
These features are mostly about celebrities and famous people. For instance- The profile
of Sheikh Hasina.

•

How to- These articles help people learn by telling them how to do something. The writer
learns about the topic through education, experience, research or interviews withexperts.

•

Historic Feature- These features celebrate important dates, in history or turning points in
our social, political and cultural development. These kinds of features reminds people of
significant events on a particular date. For instance- Feature on EkusheyFebruary.

•

Seasonal Themes- These feature stories are about holidays and change of season. It
covers social, political and cultural cycles as well as business cycles. Example- Feature
on summer fruits, Travel packages in winteretc.

•

Behind the scenes- These features offer the inside views of unusual occupation, issue and
events. For instance- a feature giving inside information about how a magician perform
his tricks while showingmagic.

•

Product Feature- This feature provides information about popular business products
where similar products are also compared in this kind of feature. For Example- Best
perfumes forwomen.
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I have written many features while working at Daily Sun as intern. Some of my features published during
my internship period and some published after my internship. I have always tried to follow the writing
rules of feature and the exact word limit. According to my magazine supervisor Mr. Morshedul Alam
Mohabat a magazine feature is usually between 500-5000 words

3.2 Feature Story Headlines
To engage the mass target readers the technique is to create interesting headlines for the story.
Headlines are the most important part of writing and headlines that can grab the attention of the readers
makes the readers curious about the topic and read in-depth of the topic. Headlines are the first thing that
comes in front of the eyes of the busy readers. An attractive headline not only grabs the reader’s attention
but also tells the story to the readers as well as sell it to them.
I have always tried to make best headlines for my features so that it can engage readers and used
techniques that I have acquired from ENG 401: Editing helped me to put good use of the techniques that I
have acquired from my academic knowledge and implement those ideas in my practical experience. Even
though writing catchy headlines is a definitely tough job because in this modern era people are very busy
in their own life so they hardly gets time to read something of print version. Though it is an era of
internet, people can easily scroll through their mobile phone and read something they find interesting but
nowadays people seldom reads the whole news or story they only go through the headlines and by reading
headlines they get the idea of the whole issue. Therefore a feature writer has to find suitable headlines that
can create curiosity in the minds of the readers to read in-depth. For bringing out such headlines I had to
do a lot of research and brainstorming. My supervisor suggested me to read “New York Times”, “Vogue”
and “The Guardian” magazines to get idea about the suitable headlines for my stories. There are six steps
for beginners on how to write interesting headlines for the feature articles. Theyare•

Read and understand the story again to get a good grasp on it to write headline forit.
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•

Experiment with word combination and make more rough headlines until you get a
perfectone.

•

Choose precisewords

•

Make each wordcount

•

Use action verbs blending withcreativity

•

Start over when box isempty

By following these six steps I wrote several headlines for my feature stories. These steps made my task
quite easier but still I had to do a lot of research and throughout my internship writing a suitable headline
for feature stories gave me many difficulties, as every time I had to come out with unique headlines that
had not published earlier. By doing my internship at Daily Sun I got to experience that writing news
stories or feature stories is not that easy that it seems to us normally while reading one.

3.3 FilmReview
Film review feature story plays one of the most vital role to make the magazine more reader
friendly. According to Dr.Curtis (2011)” Movie review refers to the article that talks about any particular
movie and gives opinion about it”. Movie reviews are interesting to the readers because it tells the readers
about the main plot of the movie and highlights the interesting parts of the movie, so reading the review
the readers can decide if it is worthy to watch the movie. This kind of features has a huge impact on the
minds of the readers.
I got the chance to write a movie review during my internship and I enjoyed much writing this
feature. As I had to write for “The Hood” magazine where youth related topics are published and the
target audience are the youths, so I had to look for subjects that attract the youths of this era. After much
decided to write my feature story on “Movies that Shape the Millennial Generation”. Luckily, my feature
headline was appreciated by my supervisor and he suggested that this headline would be the cover story
of “ The Hood”magazine.
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Dr.Curtis (2011), suggested some steps that can make a movie review article successful and how
to make it enthusiastic. I have also implemented these techniques in writing movie review•

Select movie and get familiar with thecontext:

•

Watch the movie and formulate a specific opinion in onesentence:

•

Create a goodlead:

•

Recap briefly but with minimuminformation:

•

Backup main opinion withspecifics:

•

Beinteresting:

•

Always be truthful inapproach:

I am attaching the picture of my film review that has been published in the cover story of “The
Hood” magazine.
All the work produced are attached as appendices of the report.
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Chapter 4
Integration of Theories with my Internship Assignments
All the media courses that I have completed during my academic years at BRAC University
helped me to work in an efficient way at the Daily Sun. As a student of BRAC University (English and
Humanities), I have done Editing ( ENG- 401), Copywriting ( ENG-404), English for Print Media ( ENG440), Translation Studies ( ENG-465), Globalization ( ENG-333) , Introduction to Cultural Studies:
Theory and Practice (ENG-331) and other courses. Among these courses the editing and copywriting
courses were quite useful during my internship. I learnt many theories that helped put my work in the
proper perspective.

(i) Panopticon and the Power of Gaze
It is a common observation that people from all walks of life whether ordinary persons or
celebrities; everyone these days is under surveillance of some kind, be it the google map camera, video
recording using mobile phones, cctv cameras or the sharp eyes of the media. No one today can commit a
crime in day light because of the invincible power of such panoptic gaze. Before performing any unusual
work people now generally think about it prior to acting upon an impulse, because of the fear of exposure
through media. The media dynamics in today’s world can be understood through the concept of
‘Panopticon and Gaze’
The panopticon is a concept proposed by Jeremy Bentham. This was further explained by Michel
Foucault in his interview “The Eye of Power”. Foucault discussed the architecture of the panopticon as a
building in the form of a ring with a tower at the center. The design was such that the person sitting on top
of the tower can keep an eye on the prisoners who were kept in cells inside the ring-shaped building.
Panoprticon is thus a”( )….technology of power designed to solve the problems of surveillance”
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(Foucault 148). Foucault labelled this gaze. This is not just an architectural design, rather the whole
world is like panopticon. We are constantly being watched and our actions are beingjudged.
In today’s world media can be considered as a tool of Panopticon. We know this subconsciously
that we are being watched by someone every time. Brignall (2002) in his article ‘The New Panopticon:
The internet Viewed as a Structure of Social control’ says, “If internet providers or police agencies
randomly monitor Internet users, then the Internet begins to share similar properties with the Panopticon
prison structure”. This identifies how every single person’s activities are being monitored by someone.
According to Timrayner (2012) “By making our actions visible to a crowd, social media exposes us a
kind of virtual Panopticon’. Nowadays social media has become a platform of virtual Panopticon because
the personal information of common people are being revealed easily, the social profiles of people are
being hacked easily which indicates that people have less security in their social lives. Moreover, through
the power of virtual Panopticon and gaze there are various kinds of rumors that are being spread through
the media. If we take an example from recent incident that a woman was beaten badly by a frenzied mob
due to rumors spreading all around through media as various videos were going viral about child lifters so
people didn’t bother to justify whether she was a child lifter or not, before beating her todeath.
My experience of working in a newspaper agency made it even more clear to me how everyone is
being watched by someone and no one’s personal information is personal now due to the virtual
Panopticon. Rumors are spreading through media sometimes by making things go viral which results in
tragedy. According to Vaz (1995), “Panopticon keep people in a constant state of vulnerability- in a
constant fear of being seen”. People don’t feel safe in their virtual life and not even in social life because
any one can monitor what others are doing through media and can try to harm people. Throughout my
internship at Daily Sun I have experienced that the crimes that are happening every now and then are the
result of either social surveillance or from social to real life surveillance which is a great threat of
insecurity for individuals. Daily Sun also plays a vital role as a panoptic gaze through journalism because
while doing my internship there I have noticed that Daily Sun often publishes information of prominent
20

figures through paparazzi and sometimes even through personal interviews, so if someone intends to
target them to harm them, they can easily collect information from the newspaper indetail.

(ii) Globalisation and MassMedia
Globalisation plays a vital role in making the communication process easier. Though
globalisation has brought about a revolutionary change in this modern era but that change has resulted in
some negative aspects. Globalization has had a huge impact on media and through media on the common
people. With the help of mass media globalisation is facilitating the cultural exchange among different
countries. The mass media is effecting the youth because they are more likely to adopt other cultural
norms by forgetting their own. Due to this adaptation the idea of cultural imperialism is builtup.
Youths of today are more focused on their virtual social life rather than giving real quality time to
their own families. Those days are gone where all family members used to sit together for dinner and
chatted about their day. Now people tend to follow foreign norms and values where personal space is
more important than socializing and family time. Young people love to spend their time all alone either
playing games on mobile phones or chatting with friends in socialmedia.
With the help of globalization newspapers have managed to change its form from hardcopy to
soft copy. Throughout my internship period I have observed that people nowadays are more likely to
prefer online news pages, rather than the hardcopy of newspaper as reading news online helps them to
remain updated with current situation every single minute. Following this effect of globalization, Daily
Sun have created their own online news page where news are being published everyminute.

(iii) Advertisements
In the era of mass accessibility, young adults have access to more media outlets than ever before.
The over exposure of advertisements in media allows the average teenagers to consume an average of
5,000 media advertisements a day. Members of society, ranging from the parent to the psychologist, all
21

have their reasons to back up why they believe that the prominence of advertising affects some sectors of
the society, be it children, a woman’s image or a consumers society in some way negatively or positively.
According to Bisht (2013) “Consumer views an advertisement about the brand and develops likeness for
the brand and eventually willing to purchase it”. Advertising influences how people feel about themselves
often in a negative way. Based on the images they see in advertising, they are tend to feel that they should
be thin and beautiful like the models in the ads, whether they are men or women. There are many
advertisements that communicate in a way that men should be handsome, athletic, tall etc. These images
are often unrealistic and unattainable. The media creates an unrealistic image of beauty. Many males and
females are victims to the demanding messages in society, forcing to conform to a certain image of what
is considered “Beautiful”. These images and pressure can result in many major effects on the physical and
mental wellbeing of anindividual.
Daily Sun has a magazine supplement named “The Groove” where lifestyle, fashion, Food,
Modern trend etc related topics are being published. I have noticed the fact that images of beautiful
models with voguish outfits are published in this magazine and even in the daily newspaper
‘Entertainment’ section which also influences the readers specially the youths even if they know that
these images are unrealistic. They encounter these images almost every day which forces them to act and
think in a certainway.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Working in the Daily Sun gave me many important ideas about the newspaper and how it
regulates. While working there I have noticed that the newspaper’s popularity is not the same as before
because nowadays people are so busy that they hardly get time to read the newspaper, this is the main
reason why people rely on the online news. Through online news people can easily get updated. I could
relate this change with one of my theories of globalisation.
I have also observed the fact that newspapers works as the panoptic gaze because it often
publishes information about any prominent figure like- where they are going for vacation, what is their
plan and so on which tends to provide some kind of insecurity to the prominent people. It anyone wants to
harm them, they can easily collect information through newspapers or online news. Moreover,
newspapers sometimes publishes paparazzi news which also works as panopticon because the person
might not want to disclose those information about him/her in front of the world for safety issues but
newspaper is publishing it without their consent so it might harm theirsecurity.
While working in the magazine I have noticed the fact that the magazines and advertisements
published in it portray an unrealistic demand of the society. For instance- In society look matters, one’s
skin color matters, being rich is important, buying trendy outfits and stuffs provides social status etc.
These demands are unrealistic but these ideas effect the mental and physical condition of people.
My observance helped me in my internship at Daily Sun to relate my academic knowledge with
my working experience and write some suitable magazine features.
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